These maps are a sham. You have taken the city of New Braunfels and divided into 3 different parts all for the purpose of subverting the suburban vote and including a large enough swath of rural hill country and rural farmland to give yourself a minority majority. It’s really pathetic how stupid you think we are to not notice how nice and tidy rural white Texas lines are and the you all hit a metro area and create a Picasso! How do you justify having 23 strong Republican holds and only 13 democrat holds when the population of the state is 50/50? Also, super convenient that the 2 new seats for the fed house will go to republicans…we see what you are doing…you will be sued and loose again just like the last time you tried to do this…you all complain about making it harder to cheat?!?! That’s what you are doing and the people are not buying the big patty of BS you are trying to sell, we can smell it from a mile away. Start doing what’s right and fair, not cheat just because you know you can’t win. Shame on all of you.